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Why does the immune system fail to 

eliminate cancer?



Like pathogens, tumors deploy multigenic

immune evasion programs

With < 9.8 kB of genome space HIV,

like many other viruses devotes a large

percentage of its genome to immune

evasion.

Can access the entire 3x109 base

genome for evolutionary as well as

adaptive immune evasion.





Multi-layered immuno-suppression

T cell checkpoint

ligands (e.g. PD-L1)

Nutrient depleting

enzymes (e.g. IDO,

Arginase)

Suppressive cytokines

(e.g. IL-10, TGF-b)

Lack of co-stimulation

and antigen presentation

(e.g. toleragenic APCs)

Disordered vasculature

(e.g. FasL+, no ICAM)

Hostile metabolism

(e.g. acidic, hypoxic,

ROS, peroxynitrite)

Lysis and apoptosis

resistant tumor cells

(e.g. SPI-6, IAPs)

Immunotherapy can peel back the layers of local immune suppression,

thereby restoring the capacity of T cells to eradicate the tumor

Tumor

Tumors insulate themselves with dense

layers of immunosuppressive stroma.
Overcoming the many layers of inter-connected and often 

functionally redundant immune suppressive mechanisms 

represents a daunting challenge for tumor-specific T cells



To exist, tumors must evolve 

mechanisms to locally disable and/or 

evade the immune system.

The goal of immunotherapy, then, is to 

restore the capacity of the immune 

system to recognize and reject cancer.



Types of Immunotherapy

T Cell Checkpoint Modulation T Cell Adoptive Transfer

Therapeutic Cancer Vaccines Effector antibodies and ADCs



Order matters…

T Cell Checkpoint Modulation

Therapeutic Cancer Vaccines

Prior to the discovery

that CTLA-4 blockade

could cure murine

tumors, the field focused

on finding tumor antigens 

and vaccination. 

Unfortunately, vaccine-

induced T cells were 

powerless to overcome

local tumor immune

suppression prior to the

discovery of checkpoint

blockade.
Allows activated

T cells to enter, 

survive in, and 

kill tumors

Makes 

checkpoint 

blockade 

more 

effective and 

less toxic by 

keeping 

focus on 

tumor-

specific T 

cells



Agonist 
Antibody

Blocking 
Antibody

T cell Checkpoint Modulation

Ai M., Curran M. Immune checkpoint combinations from mouse to 
man. Cancer Immunology Immunotherapy, 2015.



T cells are activated in two steps: T cell receptor 

ligation and co-stimulation



CTLA-4, a negative regulator of T cell activity, 

limits the lifespan of activated T-cells



Anti-CTLA-4 Induces Regression of Transplantable Colon 

Carcinoma
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Ipilimumab (anti-human CTLA-4) was approved for the 

treatment of metastatic melanoma by the FDA in 2010

Wolchok et al, Lancet Oncol, 2010

Middleton et.al,

J Clin Oncol, 2000

Temodar:

CR:  2.5%

PR:   11%

SD:   18%

2yr:   18%



Which T-cells are affected by 

Ipilimumab(αCTLA-4)?

The greater the percentage of active T-cells in a patient targeting the tumor when

αCTLA-4 is initiated, the greater the efficacy and selectivity should be.



Immune checkpoint modulating 

antibodies currently in the clinic



To exist, tumors must evolve 

mechanisms to locally disable and/or 

evade the immune system.

The goal of T cell checkpoint blockade is 

block the switches on T cells being 

engaged by the tumor to shut them 

down and in so doing to restore tumor-

specific immunity.



Therapeutic Cancer Vaccines
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The first therapeutic cancer

vaccine approved for human

use was Provenge for prostate

cancer in 2010.

Many others are in Phase III

development as shown here

and dozens more are currently

in Phase I and Phase II.

The momentum in the field is

moving toward targeting the

mutated epitopes unique to

each patient’s cancer which

are the targets for the most

efficacious anti-tumor responses.



Finding a broadly-relevant “off the 

shelf” tumor antigen is difficult and 

the outcomes often sub-optimal

The HPV E6/E7 oncoproteins are ideal targets 

for therapeutic vaccination as: 1) they are 

immunologically foreign to the host; 2) they are 

necessary to maintain the transformed state



An intra-nasal HPV E6/E7 : α-GalCer vaccine 

slows growth of TC-1 tumors

Shailbala Singh



4-1BB agonist antibody and HPV E6/E7 vaccine 

synergize in curing TC-1 tumors

Todd Bartkowiak, M.S.



Intratumoral injection of innate immune 

agonists – the direct vaccination approach

Current question: Can local injection of 

one lesion evoke rejection of distant ones.

This is known as the Abscopal Effect.



To exist, tumors must evolve 

mechanisms to locally disable and/or 

evade the immune system.

The goal of therapeutic cancer vaccination is 

to increase the immunogenicity of tumor 

antigens which are poorly presented by the 

tumor in order to generate a high frequency 

of tumor-specific T cells.



T cell adoptive transfer

CARs, TIL, engineered PBMC etc…



Adoptive T cell therapy can involve engineered 

(CAR, TCR) or patient derived (TIL, PBMC) T cells



Effective treatment of relapsed B cell 

ALL with CD19 CAR T cell therapy

Image by: Keiya Ozawa



To exist, tumors must evolve 

mechanisms to locally disable and/or 

evade the immune system.

The goal of T cell adoptive transfer is to 

win the numbers game and overwhelm 

the tumor with a higher frequency of 

tumor-specific T cells than it is capable 

of suppressing.



Effector Antibodies and ADCs



Key ADC / Antibody principles

• Specificity: the more tumor specific the target 
antigen is the higher the agent can be dosed 
without limiting toxicity

• Internalization: the target tumor surface protein 
must internalize to deliver the toxin – it should do 
so frequently and to a suitable endosomal
compartment.

• Stability: the toxin must remain inert and 
tethered to the antibody until it is delivered to its 
target cell.



SGN-70A in the clinic for NHL and RCC



To exist, tumors must evolve 

mechanisms to locally disable and/or 

evade the immune system.

The goal of effector antibodies is to 

utilize the exquisite sensitivity of 

antibodies to specifically target and kill 

tumor cells using mechanisms which are 

difficult to evade or suppress.



Seeking combinations outside of T cell 

checkpoint immunotherapy



A different perspective on chemotherapy: 

immunogenic vs. non-immunogenic cell death



Radiation therapy : a potent adjuvant 

for tumor immunity



Radiotherapy synergizes with blockade of CTLA-

4 and PD-1 to cure melanoma lung metastases



More consistent benefit for a 

larger percentage of patients with 

a wide range of cancer types


